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Vicount Montgomery at school opening in Hamilton, Ontario in 1953.

News and Views
Message from CMH Secretary
Eric Elder
A word of thanks to those who submitted articles this month. John Owen gives an overview of General
Montgomery’s military career. John Brown provides an overview of L’Art de la Guerre at the club.
Hugh gives us a breakdown of the Pulp Alley campaign that has kicked off. Larry Irons shares two
ADLG army lists.
An interesting note about Montgomery, an elementary school in Hamilton, Ontario was named after
Montgomery, and he attended the opening of the school in 1953. My Dad was there attending the school
when it officially opened.
In May we have our West Wars convention. Start or continue thinking about a game to run at the
convention. No worries if you do not have a game ready, I’m sure there will be plenty of games to choose
from over the two-day convention.

Photo from West Wars 2002
At the last meeting we were informed that Larry Lemmons passed away in December at the age of 64.
Here is his obituary: https://www.tributearchive.com/obituaries/23501300/larry-dale-lemmons
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Bernard L. Montgomery
A Study in Command Bungling
Article by CMH Member
John Owen
Among the non-history oriented general population in Great Britain and the U.S., Field Marshal Bernard
Montgomery is often considered Britain’s best army (and army group) commander. This by itself may
be a sad commentary on that nation’s generalship, which admittedly often rivaled the early WWII Soviets
for incompetence. A closer examination of his actual record tends to not only demote him from top place
and invites incisive and deserved criticism.

WWI and Early WWII.
Prior to World War I Montgomery served about 6 years in various
assignments as a junior army officer. As part of the BEF in WWI, he saw
considerable combat from the start, was wounded, and eventually was
assigned as a staff officer at division and corps level. Largely through the
intervention of sponsors Montgomery worked his way up the British
command structure following the war and progressed to mid-level rank.
As part of the British Expeditionary Force (again) he commanded an
infantry division, which was extricated from Dunkirk following the
German breakthrough in the Ardennes.

Egypt
When Montgomery assumed command of the 8th Army, its former leaders had undergone successive
defeats at the hands of Erwin Rommel’s Afrika Korps, pushing the British perilously close to the Suez
Canal, the loss of which might well knock Britain out of the war. Even Montgomery understood defense
of the canal was the priority. He was aided in this effort by a massive infusion of U.S. supplies and
equipment, troop reinforcement, as well a shortened supply line. Conversely, Rommel was at the end of
much longer supply artery subject to interdiction by marauding RAF aircraft, in addition to increasing
Allied naval control of the Mediterranean. Having fought the Germans to a standstill at Alam el Halfa,
Montgomery now built up his forces at a pace the Axis could never hope to match. However, this took
time, and gave Rommel the chance to build an extremely formidable defensive position. An earlier
offensive might have succeeded with fewer casualties, but extreme deliberation was usually
Montgomery’s modus operandi. Finally, after being favored with a prohibitive advantage in troop
strength, supplies, and equipment, the El Alamein operation commenced in October 1942. What ensued
was a grinding, costly 12-day static battle well suited to the Montgomery command style. Extremely risk
averse (except in at least one instance later), Montgomery traded materiel and casualties for assurance that
his opponent was unlikely to place a serious defeat on him. In the event, German forces performed
brilliantly on defense, given their limited resources. Having finally achieved the breakthrough he sought;
Montgomery then proceeded with a lackadaisical pursuit (the protracted battle exhausted much of his own
force as well). This allowed most of the better Axis forces to escape, despite their lack of resources and
mobility, save some nonmotorized Italian units (which further slowed the British down in having to
accept their surrender). This was a missed opportunity and helped prolong the North African campaign
well into 1943; it would not be the last such debacle.
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Sicily & Italy
In the Sicilian Campaign, the British general staff demanded operational priority; this, plus the nature of
the terrain, and the quality of German resistance, guaranteed another costly slog. Though Montgomery’s
troops had road priority, his deliberate advance gave the Germans plenty of time to forestall any attempt
to cut off their escape. Again, having finally compressed Axis forces to a toehold in Sicily, neither the
15th Army Group commander nor Montgomery pushed for a determined effort to prevent the Germans
from evacuating their remaining high-quality troops and equipment across the Straits of Messina. As in
North Africa, this meant having to fight the same German units twice, as they were an invaluable asset in
making the Allies pay for every inch in the horrendous Italian mainland campaign. During his brief stint
in command in Italy, the exceptionally difficult natural defenses coupled with the frequently abysmal
weather gave Montgomery little opportunity to stumble badly. What he may have lacked in operational
acumen was overshadowed by his U.S. 5th Army counterpart, General Mark Clark (or “Marcus Clarkus”
as his troops later styled him due to his fixation as prospective “Conqueror of Rome”). Throughout the
campaign, Clark persisted in laying on unimaginative and suicidal frontal assaults against well prepared
German defenses. Later, in occupying Rome, Clark allowed 50,000 veteran German troops to escape
certain capture, which greatly helped Field Marshal Albert Kesselring shore up his defenses north of the
city. This was arguably the only instance where Montgomery outperformed his U.S. counterpart.
Normandy
Montgomery was withdrawn from Italy early in 1944 to prepare for the invasion of France. While
initially making Montgomery temporary Allied Ground Forces commander after the Normandy landings
was politically necessary, it was unfortunate for efficient prosecution of the liberation of France. Both
the British and American armies faced difficult offensive situations. In the south, U.S. divisions faced
the horrible hedgerow country, greatly favoring the defender. In the north, the country was somewhat
more open, but included readymade defenses such as the Caen sector. It was also occupied by the best
equipped German formations, including several Waffen SS panzer divisions. The opposition faced by
the Americans was less robust and included fewer armored units; if a breakthrough could be achieved, it
had much greater potential for exploitation. The general plan was to have the British and Canadians keep
the northern sector occupied while U.S. troops pushed for a breakthrough in the south. But Montgomery
went far beyond simply keeping the Germans busy. In Operation Goodwood he launched spendthrift
offensives, especially with his armored units, which were virtually massacred by the SS panzers and
antitank guns. It seems his real intent was to upstage the Americans by breaking through first in the north
instead of the south. While this certainly kept the Germans occupied, it proved very costly to the units
sacrificed.
Falaise Gap
When, after heavy slogging through the hedgerows, American units finally did achieve their breakthrough
(Operation Cobra), the opportunity existed to trap major German formations. This required the northern
British pincer to meet the American southern pincer and seal off any escape. As Allied Ground Forces
commander, Montgomery’s plan was for his 1st Canadian Army to close the gap all the way to Argentan,
and thus get the credit for bagging the German 7th Army – he set the boundary between his 21st Army
Group and the U.S. 12th Army Group south of Argentan! In the event, Patton’s XVth Corps approached
there first, while the Canadians took Falaise. While the failure to close the ten-mile gap was not solely
Montgomery’s, considerable blame still accrues; Bradley’s decision to halt at Argentan also contributed
(though the army group boundary may have played a part). In addition to being 21st Army Group
commander, Montgomery was Ground Forces chief, and could have suggested Bradley move north, but
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failed to do so - until it was way too late. His lack of initiative displayed his predilection for permitting
the enemy to escape a very dire situation. Moving mostly at night, the Germans managed to spring
50,000 men through the gap before it was belatedly closed. Though they lost all their heavy equipment,
after reforming, these troops would be key in slowing down the Allies at the German border.
Antwerp
Following the elimination of the Pocket, American and British Army Groups now raced through France
until bad weather, extended supply lines, and stiffening resistance slowed them down.
In early
st
September, Montgomery’s 21 Army Group liberated the key port of Antwerp, a real prize – but only if
they also cleared the Scheldt Estuary leading into the port. At this point, the Allies desperately needed a
supply port closer to the front – trucking supplies hundreds of miles from Normandy ate up both time and
resources. Montgomery, however, decided he’d done enough, and made a fatal pause. He was also
distracted by formulating and promoting a follow-on scheme that would propel him into the spotlight as
the premier Western Allied commander in defeating Nazi Germany – Operation Market Garden. This
gave the resourceful Germans time to fortify the Scheldt Estuary and effectively neutralize Antwerp as an
Allied supply source; as an added bonus 80,000 men of their 15th Army, trapped north of Antwerp, were
shuttled across the Estuary to greatly augment German defenses. Only after continual prodding by the
Supreme Allied Commander did Montgomery set about clearing the estuary, and this was done far too
late to sustain Allied momentum, coming in mid-December, after the Germans had launched their
Ardennes offensive.
Market Garden
As previously in Operation Goodwood, Montgomery now threw caution to the wind, conceiving a
massive combined airborne and ground offensive (commanded by him) to open a corridor through
Holland deep into Germany. Well considered objections by senior U.S. and British officers (including
the Supreme Commander) were casually dismissed by Montgomery. Everything had to go right for
Market Garden to succeed, and everything seldom goes right in warfare. The truly damning decision by
Montgomery and his subordinates was to ignore bona fide intelligence from the Dutch underground
confirming the presence of two SS panzer divisions near the penultimate objective – Arnhem (later
verified by photo intelligence). The operation went on regardless. Market Garden wasted three airborne
divisions – two American and one British, as well as the ground effort. It also misdirected supply
allocation, that might better have been used to sustain Bradley’s 12th Army Group. In the event, it was the
British 1st Airborne Division that was for practical purposes annihilated. Had that been an American
unit, the outcry might have ended his command. While Market Garden liberated a small portion of the
Netherlands, it did not hasten the end of the war, and gave the Germans a major morale boost to their
resistance.
The Bulge
After the initial German penetration of weak American defenses in the Ardennes offensive, Montgomery
was given command of the northern portion of the Bulge, and the Field Marshal used it as an opportunity
to upstage the Americans. He was only too glad to claim credit for U.S. forces – under his leadership stopping the enemy in this sector, whereas it was their initiative and tenacity, coupled with an impossible
German supply situation, that effectively took the steam out of the attack. Once the situation stabilized,
Montgomery opined that he should remain in control of U.S. formations temporarily assigned him.
Unfortunately, Eisenhower allowed him to retain a major U.S. formation – the U.S. 9th Army, until the
end of the war, creating the false impression, at least among the British command structure, that
Montgomery was more effective than the Americans’ own commanders.
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Unity of Command
All through the fall and winter of 1944-45, Montgomery badgered the Supreme Commander over the
perceived “necessity” of creating a permanent ground force chief over the Western Front. Coincidentally,
this was assumed to be Montgomery. This would place him in command of all ground forces, fully 2/3
of whom were American. That such an arrangement would never play in Peoria never occurred to the
British general. Fortunately, Eisenhower ignored or rebuffed this imperious demand.
Crossing the Rhine
After the Market Garden fiasco, Montgomery reverted to his “safe”, set-piece tactics. At the selected
point of attack, he assembled an overwhelming superiority of forces. This included another huge
airborne armada. Working with a less comprehensive order of battle, U.S. forces soon made equally
impressive gains to establish bridgeheads into Germany.
Behavior
In at least one facet, Montgomery was consistent - he treated both his subordinates and superiors –
especially Americans – with thinly disguised disdain. In the interest of coalition warfare, Eisenhower
endured Montgomery’s insufferable and insubordinate arrogance, finally rebuking him when his
subordinate went far beyond what he would ever have tolerated from an American counterpart.
Montgomery is sometimes compared with U.S. counterpart Douglas MacArthur. Both were supreme
egotists, flamboyant, imperious, self- promoting, and given to unconventional uniform attire (the better to
attract the spotlight). Subordinates not content to become invisible in their roles were quickly dispensed
with. Neither showed much effort to maintain cordial relations with allied military forces in their
assigned theaters. If anything, Montgomery’s behavior was even more eccentric and haughty. His
retention in army group command was in large part attributable to his principal patron, Chief of the
Imperial General Staff Field Marshal Alan Brooke.
Postwar
Montgomery’s writings postwar simply amplified his contempt for his American allies, implying they
were collectively over their heads. True to form, “Viscount Montgomery of Alamein” published was
highly critical of the American effort in World War II, including the Supreme Allied Commander. Then
serving his 2nd term as President, Eisenhower apparently felt it unbecoming to respond to his churlish
former subordinate.
In retrospect, perhaps the only especially effective senior British ground commander the war produced
was Field Marshal William Slim in the CBI theatre. Being in an active theater against the Japanese (and
not the Germans) won him far fewer plaudits than having been in France, though arguably against a
tougher opponent and in far more difficult conditions for prosecuting offensive warfare than in Europe. *
* One proven effective British army commander in Europe/North Africa theater was Richard O’Connor, who unfortunately
was captured in April 1941.
Escaping Italian captivity when Italy capitulated in 1943, O’Connor was restored to corps
command prior to the Normandy invasion. His superiors at one point evidently considered having him succeed Montgomery
as 8th Army commander, but unfortunately this did not come to fruition. He served under Montgomery in France and was
eventually relegated to a supporting and reserve role. As 1944 ended, he was reassigned to a non-combat command in India,
which was far from the front then in Burma. This transfer may have been instigated by Montgomery, who felt O’Connor was
“not forceful enough” in dealing with the Americans.
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February
Unit of the Month
Temporarily no sponsor
Each month, at the monthly meeting, CMH members bring their latest painted figures and models to the meeting to display
their latest efforts.

CMH Member
Eric Elder
Jim Rairdon
Greg Skelly
Greg Skelly
Bill Daniel

Scale
28mm
15mm
28mm
15mm
28mm

Manufacturer
Home made
Museum Minis
Unknown
Unknown
Homemade

Era
19th C.
Ancient
Napoleonic
Pulp
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Unit
Quebec building
Plolemaics
Portuguese Cavalry
Burgermeister House
Walls of Hamunaptra

Open ADLG Rolls On
Article by CMH Member
John Brown
Since being introduced to CMH by Larry Irons after a trip to Historicon, L’Art de la Guerre (ADLG) has
proven a popular set of rules with a steady following. It is exciting, plays well, and allows the
deployment of handsome armies without requiring overwhelming numbers of figures. We as a club have
gotten in the habit of featuring an ADLG event of some type at just about every monthly meeting.

Pre-Feudal Scots face the Vikings

The most popular single format for ADLG at CMH has been 200 AP (about 20-30 units of 2-8 figures
apiece) in 15mm on a 30” by 48” mat. Normally these have been two player games, but a third player is
often included. Lately we have gone to a rolling open approach setting games up, encouraging players to
identify the armies they would like to field in advance. We then sort through the preferences to get
historical match ups. A couple of club members are happy to play loaner armies or be “wild cards”
matching almost anything that comes up. This gives us flexibility in finding historical matches.

Sassanids face Late Imperial Romans
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Larry is the CMH lead for ADLG and has recruited me (John Brown) to assist with matchmaking and
book-keeping for the rolling open. We not only seek historical or plausibly historical matches, but we
also want to mix players to have different opponents each time. This takes a little coordination, as a
somewhat different group of players shows up for ADLG at each CMH meeting. We have well over a
dozen “regulars”, but a good day for ADLG at CMH will see about eight or so playing at the same time.
Folks have other things going on, and other interests within the club and without.

Les Stuart's Ghurids take on Pat Harvey's Ghaznavids

The December CMH meeting was the first in which we tried the rolling open approach to arrange all the
pairings in advance. It worked well. Matt Vigil’s Late Imperial Romans faced Matt Zajac’s Sassanids,
Jim Rairdon’s Pre-Feudal Scots took on Greg Rold’s Vikings with a Breton Ally, Pat Harvey’s
Ghaznavids battled Les Stuart with Ghurids, and John Brown’s Conquistador-Tlaxcalan Army fought
Richard Kasten’s Free Company. The last pairing is not the historical anomaly it seems; the army lists
approximate those of Hernan Cortez and Panfilio de Narvaez in 1520 when the latter was sent by the
governor of Cuba to relieve the former of his command. Cortez overcame Narvaez, largely by subterfuge,
and incorporated Narvaez’s army into his own.

Ptolemaics collide with Seleucids
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Conquistadors and Tlaxcalans Mix it Up

The February CMH meeting saw another successful round of the rolling open. Jim Rairdon’s Ptolemaics
fought Les Stuart and Jordan Newport with Seleucids, Larry Iron’s Early Imperial Romans battled Dick
Fickes’ Early Germans, John Brown’s Late Imperial Romans faced Matt Vigil’s Ostrogoths, and Richard
Kasten’s Nikephorian Byzantines took on Pat Harvey’s Ghaznavids. The last pairing did not actually
occur historically, but certainly could have and probably would have if the Buwayhid Emirates had not
been in the way. What might have been!

Nikephorians battle Ghaznavids

The March CMH meeting is going to see another round of the rolling open. At time of writing eight
players have already signed up. If you would like to join too, please contact John Brown or Larry Irons.
Let us know what army or mix of alternative armies you would most like to field, and we will try to find
you a worthy historical match. This round will be the customary 200 AP in 15mm on a 30” by 48” mat.
Terrain and loaner armies will be available. There can never be too many playing ADLG!
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Early Imperial Romans assaulted by Germans

For the April CMH meeting we are going to try something a little different. Larry, after meticulous
research, will be hosting an ADLG recreation of The Battle of Magnesia (189 BC) pitting Rome and
Pergamon against the Seleucids. This will be eye-popping, as Larry has recreated the terrain carefully and
we will be playing with 28mm figures on an eight-foot spread. There will be four commands on each
side, and we can bump players upstairs to supreme command to open more slots. Figures will be
provided, but if you would like to bring some of your own for good karma it can be arranged. If you
would like to play, please contact Larry Irons.

Late Imperial Romans assailed by Ostrogoths

Beyond April there will undoubtedly be more rounds of the rolling open, and ADLG Tournaments at
West Wars in May and Veterans Wars in November. The theme for West Wars will be Classical (Army
Lists 38-82). The theme for Veterans Wars will be Dark Ages (Army Lists 124-178). Most players have
Classical Era armies already. The lead time for Veterans Wars hopefully will allow time to muster Dark
Ages armies as well, recognizing many figures will overlap from other eras. The Dark Ages are an era
CMH has not explored much, and this will give us an opportunity to do so.
Please consider joining us for ADLG!
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Historic Location of the Month
Owers’ Corner, New Guinea

Owers’ Corner was the end of the jeep trail along the Kokoda Trail in New Guinea in WWII.
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Pulp Alley Campaign
Article by CMH Member
Hugh Thompson
The Pulp Alley campaign has begun, and it is not too late to join in! Valiant heroes from across the globe
have headed the call to keep the archfiend Aphosis trapped in his grave or, failing that, to defeat him and
put him back where he came from.
The campaign started at the last club meeting with two scenarios being run side by side. Bill Daniel was
running a scenario call The Thing in the Well and your humble correspondent was running The Haunted
Hall and got to play it too. The tablespace required for The Haunted Hall was remarkably small as the
action took place in the hall of Lord Dexter and Lady Muffy Northroppe in northern Scotland.
Lord Northroppe, a retired Egyptologist of some renown, had the ground floor of his manor stuffed with
all manner of looted and pillaged Egyptian artifacts, geegaws, and the occasional tchotchke from various
conventions and Egyptian themed hotels he had stayed at over the years. Hidden somewhere in amongst
the semi valuable and worthless junk happened to be an actual artifact, an artifact that was used as a
component of the rituals that imprisoned Aphosis in his tomb and thus a powerful tool to either release
him (boo!) or seal him back inside (yippee!), this was the treasure that both the Leagues and their
opponents, members of the fanatical cult of Aphosis were contesting for.
Doug Wildfongs League, the McCallister Toronto Constabulary, consisting of many ex-law enforcement
family members and a “gang” of affiliated Bowery toughs, attempted to find the artifact first, urged on
and convinced to do so by the legendary Father O’Malley who remained safely back home in the parish
church. In the photos the yellow markers are the Plot Points (the way you win or lose the scenarios is by
interacting with them) the coins mark spawning points for the Cultists, the terrain is a mix of Bill’s
Egyptian stuff, my home furnishings, and the building itself is a Tenfold Dungeon “Temple” set that I got
as part of a Kickstarter.
The scenario was very difficult and although able to beat off attacks by the Cultists Doug did nt find the
hiding place of the artifact in time. As the game is very quick when played 1v1 we had time for my
League, the Kondor Legion, a group of German monarchists who refused to be a part of the “new
Germany” after the Armistice and, after stealing experimental jetpacks and the Zeppelin LZ 111 “der
Monarchist”, embarked on a career of air piracy and occasional good works. As flying around inside the
Hall of the Northroppes was, cruelly, judged to be impossible the Kondor Legion had an even harder time
of it than the Bowery Boys and emerged without an artifact.
But hope is not lost, following the Cultists back to Egypt may provide other opportunities to liberate
artifacts from them, and I know someone with an airship to get us there!
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Dougs’ League moves in.

Dougs Boys move in fighting Cultists
at every step! Oh, and a ghost too!
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Not many left but time has run out!

Campaign notes and rewards:
Doug Wildfong – Bowery Boys – 3 Reputation, 1 Experience Point, 1 Back Up, 1 Contact
Hugh Thompson – Kondor Legion – 4 Reputation, 1 Experience Point, 1 Tips, 1 Contact, 1 Gear
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February
Game of the Month
Sponsored by Total Escape Games

Each month CMH members host games at the monthly meeting. This award is for the effort put out by the host.

CMH Member
HUGH THOMPSON
Eric Elder
Larry Irons

Scale
28mm
1:1200
15mm

Rules
Pulp Alley
Iron and Fire
ADLG

Winner in RED
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Description
1869 Japan

2022 Conventions
Date

Name

Location

March
4-6
25-27
25-29

Cincycon
March to Victory
AdeptiCon

Hamilton, OH
Kansas City, MO
Schaumburg, IL

April
21-24
21-24

Little Wars
RECON

Chicago, IL
Orlando, FL
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Colorado Military Historians, Inc.
Colorado Military Historians (CMH) is a non-profit organization whose
purpose is to promote historical wargaming and the study of military history.
Founded in 1965, CMH meets monthly on the second Sunday of the month,
except in May when the meeting is deferred to the third Sunday. The
meeting starts at noon at the Baker Recreation Center, 6751 Irving Street
(just a few blocks west of Federal Blvd), Denver, Colorado. The club also
hosts gaming at least one Friday night a month, called “Friday Night Fights”
(FNF) at 7:00 p.m. Friday meetings will be held at a future determined
location. See website for latest information.

CMH Newsletter
The CMH Newsletter is a monthly
newsletter published by the Colorado
Military Historians. Views expressed
in this publication do not necessarily
reflect those of all CMH members.
Mailing Address:
Eric Elder
9529 Castle Ridge Cir.
Highlands Ranch, CO 80129
Phone: 303-933-4723
Email: eegist@hotmail.com
Editor/Layout: Eric Elder
Next Issue: April 2022

2021/2022 CMH Board
Members
CMH maintains ties with numerous local, regional, and national groups to
help promote the hobby. CMH is governed by member-elected officers
serving on the Board of Directors (executive board). Terms of office are one
year, with elections held at the May meeting. New members are accepted
after attending three CMH functions and a vote of the membership. Dues are
$60.00 per year, payable in January. Members wishing to receive a snailmailed newsletter subscription must pay an additional fee of $15.00 per year.
Authors retain ownership of articles and graphics published. CMH reserves
the right to edit or reject submissions to the newsletter.
One year Adult Membership: $60.00
Half year Adult Membership: $30.00
(For NEW members who join after June 30)
Family Membership: $60.00 (one Adult and any number of offspring)
Student Membership: $30.00 (16 to 22 years old)
Children:
free (younger than 16 accompanied by member)

Club Links:
Web Site: https://cmhweb.org/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/cmhgamers/
Groups.io Group: https://groups.io/g/cmhweb
Discord: https://discord.gg/DAP2Gn
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President:
Nate Forte
natforteg1@gmail.com
Vice-President
Jim Rairdon
rairdon8071@comcast.net
Secretary
Eric Elder
eegist@hotmail.com
Treasurer
Larry Irons
Historian
Doug Wildfong
dwwild84@gmail.com

